Positions for bachelor/master theses or laboratory rotations for life science students

The Department of Translational Medical Oncology of the DKFZ at the NCT/UCC Dresden offers positions for bachelor/master theses or laboratory rotations for the upcoming winter semester 2021/22. Research activities focus on the establishment of patient-derived tumor models and development of innovative molecular-based therapies in cancer. A strong interest is also focused on clonal dynamics within benign and malignant stem cell systems and the regulation of tumor-initiating cell activity in gastrointestinal tumors and sarcomas.

If you enjoy working on your own project as part of a dynamic, interdisciplinary team in a translational research laboratory, enjoy interacting with colleagues and working accurately, we look forward to hearing from you.

Please email your cover letter and resume until July 31st 2021 to:

Julia Dorok
julia.dorok@nct-dresden.de
Tel. for queries: 0351 458-5527